
Instructions

Attendee

Baig, Muslim

Barudin, Monica

Beagle, Karla

Benz, Lauruby

Boutselis, Kathleen

Chandran, Bibin

Chiang, Cathy

Dumitrescu, Mihaela

Gefen, Ortal

Griffin, Matthew

Hight, Jenna

Hughes, James

Jadhav, Neenad

Jayaraman, Olinilavan

Jonnalagadda, Prasad

Juvekar, Rishikesh

Kethineedi, Kalpana

Lalo, Elie

Maitland, Lys

Milea, Roxana

Modeen, Eric

Mullin, Laurie

Nagineni, Seshagiri

Natarajan, Gobinath

Nelakantam, Suresh

Nielsen, Thomas

Patti, Prakash

Pollard, Andrea

Purkayastha, Moumita

Rathi, Abhilasha

Robbins, Michael

Rodrigues, Erica

Senat, Reneldy

Shah, Sameep

Sheehan, Meghan

Singaraju, Sowjanya

Stillman, Mark

Strate, Nicholas

Sukharsky, Nadia

Terry, Li

Tew, Patricia

Thumma, Prashant

Wiebenson, Derek

Wolfson, Al

Zhong, Weixin (Eva)

Hello 
from 

Monica

1) Once you receive an email from Li Terry, find your name on this list

2) On the sticky note next to your name, write "Hello from [YOUR NAME]"

3) Move your sticky note inside the box next to your name

4) If you cannot add your name to the sticky note, email Li Terry (TerryL@aetna.com)

5) Bookmark this page in your browser for easy access

Move Sticky 
Next to Your 

Name

¡Hola!

Hello 
from 
Mark

Hello 
from 
Karla

Hello 
from 
Erica

Hello from 
Kathy 

Boutselis

Hello 
from 
Dino

Hello 
from 
Bibin

Helo 
From 

Mihaela

Hello from 
[YOUR 
NAME]

Hello 
there

(Neenad)

hi from 
Oli

Hello 
from 
Prasad

Hello 
from 
Rishi

Hello 
from KK

Hello 
from 

Christine

Eiie 
Lalo

Bonjour!
- Lys

Hello 
from 

Roxana

Hello 
From 
Eric

Hi!

Halo 
from 
Gobi!

Hi

hi

Hello from 
Moumita 

Purkayastha

Hello 
from 
Abhi

Hello 
from 
Halo

Hello 
frm Meg

Hello 
from 

Sowjanya

Test

Hi 
frm Li

Hello 
from 

Prashant

Hi from 
Derek

Hi 
from Al

Kinsley, Christine

Bukvic, Dino

Hello 
from the 

Dude

Nordberg, Amy
Howdy, 

y'all, from 
Amy

Test

Karnauk, Alexandra

Adler, David

Rayno, Jessica

Say, Burak
Hello 
from 
Burak



Find an empty sticky and write something witty in it (do your best)

You can't 
make 

everyone 
happy. You're 
not Nutella.

"A true friend is 
someone who is 

there for you 
when he’d rather 

be anywhere 
else."



I 
repurposed

Is this a platform 
capability? Li said 
she isn't sure of 
generalizability

Sweetrush is 
doing patient and 

nurse content. 
We're doing 

everything else

Is this content 
provider also 

responsible for 
localization of the 

content? (aka 
translation)

What piece of 
architecture 

serving 
reports?

Build vs. 
buy 

reporting 
tools

A11y will definitely be 
applicable for patient- 
facing training apps. I 

assume we will be 
building/testing the 

patient training apps?

Similar build vs 
buy decision on 
nurse/patient 

messaging 
tools?



Sangria's AnnotationsREPORTING

Reporting
Value -  Ready access to necessary clinical, quality, financial, etc. information
Users -  Many types, although quality associates, nurse managers, & medical directors may utilize 
more and/or different reports than Susan

Specific users have permission to view and run certain types or even specific reports
The content may vary significantly by user

Cards
Different topics or types
A list of reports, i.e., Monthly HemoCare expenses and revenues, HemoCare downtimes
A list of forms, i.e., Blank flowsheet hardcopy, training checklist, photo consent, etc.
A report accompanied by useful, report- related information to surface
There's no associated report but there's useful, topical insight to surface

Interactions
Drag zones to reorder, resize cards
Hide cards, favorite reports
Drill in for more detail, i.e., To run a report
Run report(s)

Set scope, time range, and any other parameters
In- app view -  reordering, hiding, sorting columns, saving these display states
Downloading in a specific format, print, saving parameters as a template, bundling 
reports, batch running, scheduling

Insights
Value -  This limited space provides an opportunity to leverage our vast data resources to 
intentionally present targeted insights for its own sake and/or in support of HemoCare, clinic, and 
even individual clinician objectives

HemoCare has objectives, i.e., Reduce dialysis costs, improve patient outcomes, increase 
the patients on HHD, increase the patients on nocturnal HHD, have industry leading 
patient, clinician, clinic satisfaction, create a sense of patient advocacy, etc.

Other



Susan Helps a Patient

It's July 8 and Susan arrives for her shift. One of the first things she does is check if there are 
any issues with her patients' most recent home dialysis treatments 

She logs in to the Clinical Portal and is presented with a list of her patients 

She quickly focuses on Perry, who ended his last treatment with blood pressure and weight 
values outside of range

Concerned, she clicks to see the actual weight and blood pressure values 

Her concern grows upon seeing that Perry also gave himself two fluid infusions, which 
caused him to miss his target weight 

She decides to call Perry, but before doing so, wants to look at his last treatment details and 
check his trends 

On Perry's treatment page, she gets a clearer picture of his last treatment and how he 
trended for the past 15 days 

Nothing added to her concern, but out of an abundance of caution, she decides to check the 
last treatment's flowsheet before calling Perry 

Satisfied, she calls Perry. He gave himself fluid due to cramping. She tells him his Rx may 
need adjustment, that she'll speak with his nephrologist, and he may see an updated Rx 
later on 

She gets in touch with Perry's nephrologist, recommends an Rx adjustment, and receives 
approval 

She edits Perry's Rx and sends the updated Rx to Perry for his acceptance, along with a 
message about her conversation with his nephrologist 

Susan adds a few notes of her own to capture these events 

She puts Perry on her watch list to keep an eye on him for his next few treatments 



DEVICE SETTINGS / SAMPLE SCHEDULING / SUPPLIES

Prioritized wish list:
Display relevant device - 
ordered lab results

1.

Nurse 
schedules. 

Done before 
treatment

Sangria's Annotations

Device Setting 
Value -  Mostly low user value suspected. There are a few device settings, like Brightness 
and such, that the current Clinical Trial portal displays

Question -  Which device settings are low enough value to not include in the CP?

Sample Scheduling
Value -  Provide the ability to schedule specific sample tests for the patient to perform, 
as needed
There are around 7 tests (listed to the left) of blood, dialysate, and water samples
Test frequency varies, to include quarterly or annually
CP UX assumptions

Approaching deadlines, overdue tests, and "results are in" info tied into 
Notification system

EMR integration needed to know when results and ideally, what the results 
are

On the Sample Scheduling page, a list of the different test, when they were last 
performed, past results, and recommended date ranges for the next test

Logic needed for the recommended date ranges. Perhaps this includes 
spreading out the sample taking to avoid burdening the patient?

Clinician "schedules" test by Accepting recommended date range or suggesting 
another

Possibly a Mute feature to quiet the Notification system?
Is a formal Dismissal function required or is it sufficient that the clinician 
simply not take action to schedule?
Will some clinics in some states not require some tests?

Status displayed of patient acknowledgement of scheduled test (or lack thereof) 
and whether the sample was taken. Is this information currently available?

Supplies
Value -  Inform the clinician, as the guardian of patient care, of important supply issues
Note -  Patient supply ordering isn't driven by HC so we haven't spent much time on it

This is an eco- system tie- in
CP UX assumptions

The clinician isn't responsible for supply maintenance and normally wouldn't 
need to worry about this, HOWEVER, patient health is ultimately the responsibility 
of the clinician. We're currently thinking about how to use the clinician as a "last 
line of defense"
Threshold supply parameters or events trigger a CP Notification on the patient

If this warning system exists in the CP, then chances are the CP got it from 
the supply chain and remedies are already afoot
Regardless, under Supplies, there would at least be information about the 
situation and an internal eco- system contact name and number for a 
specific individual

Other



Sangria's AnnotationsPATIENTS
Page Value -  prioritize patients and actions at a glance

My Patients (Setting Scope)
Value -  Set scope to relevant patients. Isolate by your patients, someone else's patients, by shift, by clinic, etc. 
Details TBD
Issue -  Some clinics may assign indiv. patients to indiv. nurses, some may not
Issue -  Care must be made to prevent an "out of sight, out of mind" patient situation

Patient Search
Narrow results on- the- fly and highlighting string

Patient Name
Headshot

Value -  Humanize remote patients. Make patient identification quicker and more reliable by leveraging 
humans' deep facial recognition capabilities
Proposal -  Obtain image during on- site patient training

Incorporate workflow and data ingestion into TBD patient training and consent processes.  
Interface with Home Dialysis BU? Others?

Watchlist star -  For keeping an eye on specific patients. Easy to star upon hover and "unstar" anytime
Name sort by alphabetical, watchlist (star), and visited / unvisited (not shown)

Visited / unvisited analogous to unread/read email. Nurses likely to triage patients "out of order."  
Indicating which they've visited is a productivity accelerator and reset with a new treatment

Last Treatment
Overdue -  Visual distinction draws attention
In progress

Value -  May reduce nurse concern, especially if treatment was overdue. May prevent an unnecessary 
phone call to patient, for example
Question -  TBD if there is additional high- value in- progress treatment info to display

Issue -  Advanced Technologies cautions against "live- streaming" treatment data
POV -  Sangria suspects we're close to an optimized solution. Perhaps adding a data ETA?

Other statuses TBD -  i.e., "In hospital"
Question -  How to display an "unsuccessful" treatment (treatment that was started but ended due to issue)
Sorted by recency and other statuses

Alarms, Alerts, Messages
Value -  Quickly telling the machine's treatment "story"
Note -  Consistency maintained with icons and categories taken verbatim from device
Note -  Need to decide with DEKA and nurses which AAMs should be suppressed due to having little to no 
clinical significance
All AAMs sorted as a group but logic is TBD. Likely simple arithmetic

Patient Vitals -  are high value. How to consistently obtain?
Value -  Quickly telling the patient's treatment "story." As verified by our SMEs, these are the most valuable 
human health indicators relevant to hemodialysis
Note -  The design intent is to highlight which vitals fall outside pre- determined levels. Acceptable ranges 
are somewhat individual to a patient, temperature less so. Where / how these indiv. parameters are set is 
TBD. An obvious choice is as part of the New Patient workflow but adding/editing will also be needed outside 
setup, perhaps from the respective trend charts
Challenge/issue -  The CP's value relies heavily on the completeness of these vitals. Pre-  & post- weight are the 
only vitals which must be entered into the device, currently. The others are optional. How to provide clinicians 
with accurate, unbroken, high- value vitals to "operate at the top of their license" without unduly burdening 
the patient? Make entry mandatory on the device? Via the CKD app where necessary features do not exist, 
and, if they did, a patient may not have the app, or enter vitals even if they have it. Via bluetooth, disposable 
biometric patches? This problem requires a great deal of thought
All vitals sorted as a group but logic is TBD. Likely simple arithmetic. How useful is sorting individual vitals?

Multi- Column Sort
Value -  TBD. Is single sort sufficient?

Add Patient, Download, Print
Add Patient shown later
Download and print. What is the value of capturing this particular information at this specific point in time? 
What similar information is valuable to capture? Should it be a report instead?

Other



LOGIN Sangria's Annotations

Platform
Assumption -  most clinics have a monitor, keyboard, and mouse. Our UX reflects this
Question -  Will any user types want to access the CP on highly portable touchscreen tablets? If so, for what 
tasks in particular?
Question -  In theory, the CP could be accessed from anywhere. What user types and tasks might the CP be 
accessed from the field or at home? What tasks, if any, might users desire on a mobile device?

Login Schemes
Issue -  Federated login is quite common in clinics, often 2- factor authentication (sometimes biometric)
Native login (esp. if not in- clinic)

Question -  What are the password rules?
UX POV -  Be consistent with a clinic's password conventions. Avoid adoption issues due to overly 
stringent password requirements. Users may not HAVE to use the CP

FYI -  Imprivata® in Lexington, MA focuses on access management

Functionality Permissions
One person, one sign in. Permissions assigned to individuals for content they can view, add, edit, & delete 
since one person could be (dis)allowed to perform any combination of clinical and/or non- clinical tasks

i.e., One user may not view any individual patient data but can run financial reports
i.e., Another user may not even see that financial reports are available yet can see any patient data
i.e., Another user may see patient data but cannot add, edit, or delete a Rx

Hiding disallowed content is a way to customize and declutter a UI thus providing a better UX
i.e., Showing/hiding anything from top level nav to a button

Timeout
X minutes of inactivity will sign user out of CP
Shorter timeout necessary for high- traffic areas such as workstations?

Logout
Upon logout, the login screen displays

Branding
Product name and logo TBD per Jeni Hammond, HemoCare Marketing Director

Preserving UI States
In general, return users to where they were last and preserve UI states across sessions. There are important 
exceptions

A11Y
Question: What are the "low and no" vision and hearing requirements for this productivity app? The answer 
may vary by task, i.e., Running a financial report vs caring for a patient. Is there such a thing as a non- sighted 
nephrology nurse?

Other



Sangria's AnnotationsPATIENTS POP UP: GENERAL TREATMENT INFO

Page Value -  Quick view of additional treatment details and patient context w/o navigating away 
from the patient list

Displayed by clicking a patient row. There are a couple other click zones
Dismissed by clicking "X" Cancel or by clicking outside of pop- up

AAMs
Named, to provide additional context

Vitals
Actual values displayed and which are out- of- bounds, if any

Events
Highlight relevant treatment events, if any

Notifications
Provides additional non- treatment context (if any) with quick links directly to pertinent 
information

Last Note
Value -  If a clinician wrote a note previously, it may be important context for this treatment
Question -  Can we pull in EMR notes?
Question -  What are the potential implications of displaying an old note? How old is too old?

For Most Sections
Question -  How to handle old content, no content, or too much content?

Other



Sangria's Annotations

Page Value -  Provide a patient "picture." Display peripheral context and trends around the details of a focal 
treatment

The Treatment Detail & Trends Are Bound
Changing the focal treatment via the calendar moves the trend slider and "reticle" on- the- fly and vice- versa
Issue -  The UI display state is preserved until there's a new treatment which resets the display state to the 
new treatment

Treatment Detail (Collapsible Right Panel)
Value -  Most (or all?) relevant details of one, focal treatment
Panel collapses into a thin, expandable column (not shown)
Panel pops out providing ability to move around and not be pinned to right
Calendar -  Navigates to any treatment
Summary -  Is this the right information?
View Flowsheet -  Opens a popover of this treatment's flowsheet. In- app or PDF view is TBD

Question -  Can / should all treatment details be captured in this pane? If so, this has important 
implications for flowsheets

Timeline -  A chronological display of the treatment. What information goes here?
Fleshing out the best way to summarize and detail a treatment is an important step and will inform 
multiple aspects of the CP

Notes -  Our POV is that capturing clinical notes is an important part of providing quality patient care and a 
good patient "picture"

Basic TBD controls when field in focus: i.e., bold, italics, underline, indent, bullet, number, link
Question -  What value is there in not associating a note to a treatment?
Question -  What are EMR bi- directionality issues?

View all notes -  Opens a popover with all notes, most recent at the top. Design TBD
String search, calendar jump, editing

Treatment Trends
Horizon radio group -  Are days or number of treatments most relevant? Are these the best horizons?

Horizons to enable or display as a new patient's treatment horizon expands
Gear -  For user customization, show / hide specific treatment information and trend charts
Slider -  Highlights a specific date / treatment. Controls the "reticle"
Dates -  TBD on- the- fly display in response to horizon

Individual Trend Charts
Value -  Provides easily understandable trending for clinically relevant measures and events
Note -  The current graphs are placeholders only
Important Note -  Each info viz must be optimized for immediate comprehension. Maybe bars for some, lines 
for others, or something else entirely. Of secondary priority is consistency between graphs
Question -  What are the valuable trends?
Note -  Trending strongly implies graphs however, some people prefer tables

Question -  Does every trend have a graphical and a table / grid view?
Question -  What's the value in indiv. controlling a trend's graphic vs grid view?

Note -  Each vital has a graph with a grey "safe" zone. Directly manipulating this zone is one possible way to 
edit a patient's vital parameters

Question -  Are vitals on the patient list hide- able? If not, should vitals charts be hide- able?
Note -  Grab and move a chart card to customize their workspace

Question -  How / when to make such customizations local vs. global?

Other

PATIENT TREATMENTS



Sangria's Annotations

Patient Profile Summary Info
Value -  Provide the user obvious, persistent reassurance about which patient's 
info they are viewing
Value -  Provide enough high level information to reduce the need to open the 
Patient Profile popover
Status -  Other statuses may include Training Level, In Hospital, On Vacation, 
Deceased

Question -  EMR tie in for some statuses? Which?

Patient Profile Page
Value -  To facilitate communication and medical care directly with the patient and 
their care team
Issue -  Ideally, the info we deem relevant would be imported from the EMR. 
However, we do have an Add Patient mockup, shown later
Question -  Aside from what's listed, what other information should be displayed 
on this page?
Question -  What's the value of displaying the patient's medications and dosages in 
the CP?
Note -  To use the Patient Profile Summary info as intended, the popover is 
carefully placed relative to underlying UI. This assumes technical ability

Issue -  This popover is a different container than subsequent pages. No 
worries. We're trying things out. This is a WIP

Messages (Not Shown)
Value -  Secure, synchronous communication with patients to facilitate quality 
medical care
Ideal -  Synchronous text or voice- to- text with attachments, possibly to a group. A 
searchable, running conversation linked to treatment information, including 
notes. Fully integrated with clinic's systems
Questions -  Numerous! See Notifications above
Question -  Does CVS have a secure messaging solution?

Other

PATIENT PROFILE & MESSAGES



Sangria's AnnotationsADD NEW PATIENT / USER DROPDOWN

Add New Patient
  Value -  Getting the necessary info into the CP

Note -  Despite appearances, this UI hasn't been designed as Sangria uses 
this term
Issue -  This is data entry en masse and not a good use of clinician time, 
especially if the process has any resemblance to copying an EMR field and 
pasting into a CP field
Question -  How can we not have nephrology nurses doing this task?

What role will EMRs play?
What role will CVS Customer Service play?
If clinicians are not populating the CP, is an Add New Patient 
workflow needed in the Clinician facing portion of the CP?

  Patient Photo
Value -  Humanize remote patients. Make patient identification quicker and 
more reliable by leveraging humans' deep facial recognition capabilities
Proposal -  Obtain image during on- site patient training, perhaps make it a 
celebratory part of their graduation to HHD

Incorporate workflow and data ingestion into TBD patient training 
and consent processes. Interface with Home Dialysis BU? Others?

User Dropdown
Value -  Provide various administrative and help features
Question -  Adding a new CP user is similar to adding a new patient. The questions 
surrounding it are similar

What role will an external HR system play?
What role will CVS Customer Service play?
Are users creating their own accounts? Someone is assigning user 
permissions. Is this person also creating user accounts?
If users are not creating their own accounts, is a user- facing Sign Up 
workflow needed?

Other



Sangria's AnnotationsPRESCRIPTION LIST

Page Value -  A list of the available Rxs accommodating up to 4 patient lifestyle 
situations

i.e., All night, extended during the day, brief during the day, "splurge" recovery, 
etc.
Assumption -  These are "device settings" and NOT the legal document called a Rxs 
requiring nephrologist approval and the requisite workflows
Workflow -  The clinician adds, edits, or deletes a "Rx," submits this to the device, 
whereupon the patient reviews the change and either accepts or rejects it
Question -  Is this the right information to display?
Question -  What is the value to download or print a small list of Rx?
Question -  Besides inclusion into Notifications, what other events are triggered if 
the status is "Patient Rejected"?
Note -  Add New would disappear once the maximum number of Rx are added
Question -  Should Rx deletion be allowed? Which carries more patient risk? Not 
allowing an Rx to be deleted or allowing an Rx to be deleted (going to zero Rx 
excluded)?

Other



Sangria's AnnotationsPRESCRIPTION VIEW & EDIT

Page Value -  These are the parameters governing a treatment for this device model
Note -  Despite appearances, this UI hasn't been designed as Sangria uses this 
term

View Only
Note -  It's non- interactive so no use- related errors are possible so therefore, it's 
not a Class II Medical Device

Editable -  Class II Medical Device
Note -  FMEA hasn't been conducted yet but, clearly, potential use- errors on this 
page risk causing patient harm. The FDA will scrutinize it, its design and 
development process, and the Summative Usability test results. It's "just" a form 
with a few components like dropdowns, radio buttons, checkboxes, HOWEVER, 
these will be the most error- resistant components some of you will ever work on, 
likely requiring several design > build > usability test cycles
Note -  UX wants a seamless transition btw. view only and editable view

Our Job Is to Design Away Use- Related Error
i.e., Plus and minus are too close elevating the risk of a "fat- finger" use- related 
error
i.e., Edited fields will have a unique appearance, inviting extra scrutiny and further 
reducing the risk of use- error

Send Note with Rx
Value -  Provide context to the patient about the Rx they're being asked to approve
UX -  Ideally, when the patient selects the new / edited Rx, this note is the first thing 
seen either as a separate note, or embedded in the Rx itself

Note -  This is an example of how the CP might influence the device

Other



An option: 

In- app treatment details 
+ In- app Flowsheet 
+ Printable Flowsheet

Sangria's AnnotationsFLOWSHEETS

Flowsheet Value -  The official medical and technical record of a treatment, traditionally. Also, proof of treatment 
for billing purposes

FYI -  For HemoCare, a treatment is billable the moment blood touches the dialyzer

Big issue -  The intent of the Treatment Detail is to provide the clinician the most medically relevant details of 
one treatment. A major intent of the Flowsheet is to be the official, definitive medical and technical record of 
a treatment. These intents overlap significantly. How significantly? What is the best way to balance the user 
goal to "not be inundated with data," with their need to see relevant medical data, with the need to see the 
definitive medical and technical record? If all medically relevant treatment info is available elsewhere, what 
are the use cases for a clinician to view the Flowsheet?
Question -  What are the most clinically relevant treatment details? What are medical, financial, regulatory, 
etc. requirements of a Flowsheet?

In- App Flowsheet
Value -  Provide any remaining information not available on the Treatment Detail. Allow customization to 
surface the most useful remaining information as efficiently as possible

Assumption -  There is more info not provided by Treatment Details
Question -  How useful are customized Flowsheets?
Question -  Would users want their customized Flowsheets as a Report as well?

Assumption -  There's a use case for viewing multiple Flowsheets of one or more patients

Printable Flowsheet
Value -  Provide a hardcopy treatment record for those clinics requiring it
Assumption -  There are enough use cases justifying hardcopy Flowsheets
Question -  Will Satellite clinics require hardcopy Flowsheets?

Other

Another option: In- app Treatment details + Printable Flowsheet



TBD

Sangria's AnnotationsEMR / PATIENT EDUCATION

EMRs / External Data Sources (Not Shown)
Issues -  For every external data source: What does "integration" mean? What data does it have, the 
implementation effort and timelines it will take to pull its data, how frequently it can be pulled, what events can 
trigger a data pull, can this external data source push data to the CP, what's that implementation effort, how 
frequently or what events can trigger a push? Most of these questions also apply if the CP is sharing data out.  
Data integration is one thing, providing an acceptable UX around the integrated data is another. How can we get 
the data we need with the UX we want?
Note -  This section is generically labelled EMR for now as a placeholder to include any useful data we may end 
up accessing

However, relevant lab results are very valuable, especially of samples scheduled FROM the CP (see below)
Potential integration levels

Notification a relevant lab is available
Notification + a link to the lab
Display the summarized lab result
Display the full lab result

Any integration opens doors to potential propagation throughout the CP
The CP Notification system, as mentioned
Do labs get their own chart?
Do labs get included in a range of Treatment Details or Flowsheets even if not strictly 
associated with any specific treatment?

  Other

Patient Education (Not Shown)
Value -  For the trainer, record the patient's training progress. Possibly coordinate with the HemoCare eco- 
system
Value -  For the care clinician, provide a patient's HemoCare training level. This is important context for providing 
patient care. Inexperienced patients tend to have different issues than experienced ones
Note -  Patient education curriculum isn't driven by HC so we haven't spent much time on it

This is an eco- system tie- in
CP UX assumptions / questions - 

There's a patient training curriculum with levels and/or modules, starting with in- clinic training and 
possibly continuing at home

For the trainer, mark the patient's current level / module and date achieved. For the care clinician, 
view this info
The trainer and care clinician may be the same person or not. Either way, adequate permissions 
are required

Should there be a CP version for in- clinic patients in training?
Training advancements triggers a CP Notification to whomever needs notifying. i.e., Trainer to care 
clinician
The trainer or care clinician may require the patient to retake instruction
Training advancement should trigger progressive eco- system events and planning, especially for 
graduation from in- clinic to the home

The training nurse prints the home device's activation code?
Is there a CP in- clinic training mode which automates entry of patient vitals, perhaps via a tablet, 
mobile device, or EMR?

  Other



Sangria's AnnotationsNURSE TRAINING

Nurse Training
Value -  Completing and tracking one's own HemoCare training
Note -  Nurse training isn't driven by HC so we haven't spent much time on it

This is an eco- system tie- in
Questions

What aspects of nurse training are appropriate for the CP?
To optimize UI consistency, what are the similarities and differences btw. 
nurse and patient training? Are there levels / modules? Graduation?
Is there a need for Trainer and Trainee views?

Demo mode -  Mentioned in Derek's Product Vision document
Value -  Nurse training in the CP with simulated patient data
Question -  The more usable a product , the less training is needed. What 
are the pros and cons of a demo mode?

Other



Notifications / To- Dos
Value -  Stay informed of events and manage tasks
A 2 part system:

1) Glyphs on objects provide information scents to salient info
i.e., Headshot notification glyph -  provides an information scent to any 
number of TBD notifications. i.e., New lab result, new patient message, 
reminder that patient is in- clinic tomorrow, patient completed training 
module, etc.

2) An explicit list behind the bell icon
How valuable is it for users to manually add their own tasks to the explicit 
list? If useful and useable, this could drive CP usage

Glyph number labels update or disappear entirely automatically as the user visits 
screens or accomplishes tasks

EMRs / External Data Sources
Issues -  for every external data source: What does "integration" mean?  What data does 
it have, the implementation effort and timelines it will take to pull its data, how 
frequently it can be pulled, what events can trigger a data pull, can this external data 
source push data to the CP, what's that implementation effort, how frequently or what 
events can trigger a push? Most of these questions also apply if the CP is sharing data 
out. Data integration is one thing, providing an acceptable UX around the integrated 
data is another. How can we get the data we need with the UX we want?
Vision approach -  We're fully, bi- directionally, synchronously integrated with every data 
source and it's wonderful
Post- vision approach -  We'll decide what info is essential and work with all of you to 
figure out the best way to get it

Other

Sangria's AnnotationsNOTIFICATIONS



Onboard the 
new patient 
(Must have)

nurse enters patient in the portal 
(take a picture?) (info should be 
verified) (ideally patient will be 
created automatically via Epic 

integration)

Log into portal 
(Must have); CVS 
clinic being IDP

Review patient 
treatment (must 

have)

monitor patient 
learning module 

(must have)

Go to 
portal

review vitals and 
alerts, alarms

patient log in for 
training app -  how 

does nurse (use portal 
to) manage?

view 
patient list

log in (federating 
with Azure ID) 

(D) (PI4)

create patient into 
portal manually (PI3) 

(need 
association/patient ID)

make everyone 
nurse + admin (dual 

roles) (non- work)

associate patient with 
device (or device data) 
(temp work until OTP) 

(PI3)

view patient list (patient 
name, DOB, status and 

maybe last treatment date) 
(PI3 just patients data)

create new 
prescription (DEKA) 

(auth POC) (PI3)

view last treatment 
only (from existing 
data stream) (PI3 

maybe)

view more than 
one treatment 

(historical)

clinic onboarding 
file ingestion (HC ID, 

tenant, etc.) (PI3)

ingest data from 
training centers (5 

devices across several 
days) (PI3)

patient unique 
OTP generation 

arch runway (PI3)
scaffolding 
for FE (PI3)

LMS Spike (arch 
runway + eng) 

(PI3)

edit Rx

user onboarding 
via file (HC ID) 

(PI3)

build a 
facade? (PI3)

demo mode 
runway (PI3)

log out 
button (PI4)

User activities

User tasks

User stories
Release 1 (opening game)
Horizontal slice that makes a 
barely functioning product
PI3 -  PI4 2020
milestone: FDA submission?

Persona

Release 2 (mid game)
PI1- PI2 2021
Learn from release 1, 
refine features (UX and 
engineering quality)
milstone:

Release 3 (end game)
PI3 2021
Learn from release 2, 
put the bow on it and 
ready for 
commercialization!
milestone:

Nurse Susan
Goals: busy; take care of patients; 
have info with less clicks; frustrated 
with busy work; reports; able to 
prioritize patients in need. easy 
access to various systems

graduate a 
patient to treat 

at home (M)

review module completion 
status, pass test, etc. 

expectation is that patient needs 
to complete all modules before 

they can graduate

mark the patient 
status as "graduate 
to treat at home"

monitor patients 
who just 

graduated (M)

review treatment 
summary by placing 
patient on watch list. 
(or sorted view) (M)

view existing 
prescription

Adjust Rx (device 
parameters) 
(must have)

run reports on specific 
patient (vitals, treatment 

counts/adherence; 
trends); monthly

view lab results 
(come from Epic)

Prepare for 
monthly Dr. 

visits

document their 
observation and/or 

interaction with 
patients

initiate message 
to patient

nurse enters 
prescription in 

Rx editor (DEKA)

MVP: work that we must do to enable most desired outcome 
for users and business for 1st commercial launch

nurse generates One Time Passcode 
(associated with patient identity) to 
activate patient to training device in 
clinic (generate in portal) (need too 

think about expiration OTP)

Type in user name and 
password (same credential as 

their main clinic system); 
assuming it is managed by 

client IDP

parameter setting 
would be after a few 
treatments to (to be 

able to form)

nurse assigns training 
material to patient on 

tablet from portal?

identify patients who may need 
more attention (by status or by 
name or by "starred"; vital or 

alerts; ) (most at risk is patient 
just gone home to treat))

patient signs 
consent on 

device

onboard clinic (file 
ingestion with basic 

info, addresses, phone, 
admin POC, etc.)

admin log 
in and view

admin sets roles and 
permissions (assume 

group -  Al to 
wordsmith)

onboard portal 
users (file ingestion 

with user info)

need to think about 
if admin leaves or 
goes on vacation

Most desired outcome for 
users, customers, and business Outcome 

for nurse:
Outcome for 
customers:

Outcome for 
business:

CVS Dialysis Clinics
Goals: training new patients to use 
hemocare; reduce medical cost; 
profitable; manage quality of care; 
complex webs of systems

Scenarios
New patient start 
training in clinic, 
complete training, and 
treat at home

Existing patient 
treating at home and 
end up leaving the 
program

View lab results 
right in portal 
(nice to have)

review task 
list

use demo mode to 
learn how to use portal 

(for nurse + sales)

EMR (Lab results, possibly more)  secure 
messagingPatient Education

nurse will focus 
on patients that 
just went home 

to treat (new 
graduate)

every nurse will 
arrange the 
patient list 

differently; do 
want to maintain 

state

need 
more 

validation

training takes 
about 3- 6 weeks 
(depending on 

the patient; goal 
is 3- 4 wks)

vitals would be 
captured on 
the device 

(need device 
work)

for patient 
training, not 

a lot of 
adjustments

there may be a 
"final exam" to 
officially certify 

the patient

nurse may 
want to 

remind patient 
on training

typically nurse 
goes to patient's 

home for first 
treatment at 

home

generate OTP code 
for device 

activation at home

OTP 
delivery to 

patient TBD

wait a few days to 
disassociate patient 

from device

TBD: how does 
patient get 

associated with 
device (via portal 
or on the device)

TBD

review 
flowsheets (if 
need be) (M)

review treatment 
detailed page

Does a clinic need 
nurses to confirm 
that nurses have 

look at all patients 
and all 

treatments?

edit existing 
prescription

save unfinished 
edit as draft (N)

submit to patient 
acceptance

include a msg to 
patient explaining 
why change Rx (N)

need to discuss 
how we can 

adjust Rx term. 
on device + user 

manual

Notes on patient 
observation (nice 

to have)

needs to 
smoothly 

juggle 
between 

portal and Epic

Communicate 
with patient 

(Nice to have)

Notifications 
(Differentiator)

Device 
preferences (?)

Nurse training 
(must have)

Contact support for 
issues related to 

portal (Must have)

Log out 
(must have)

responds to 
patient 

messages

needs to 
smoothly 

juggle 
between 

portal and Epic

click on task 
to take action

may not 
be 

necessary

view portal user 
manual PDF (class II 

medical portion 
required by the FDA)

Account 
setting?

What does 
customer 
expect?

drop down menu 
to see support 

call number

display FAQ for typical 
questions related to 

portal usage?

Device 
manual?

drop down menu to 
log out and be taken 
back to log in screen

Auto log out 
after x amount 

time of inactivity

what else 
doe a nurse 

need to?

Sign flowsheet 
for billing?

review treatment trends (pre, 
post, and target values; last 2 
wks is most. important; last 

30 days is good) (N)

select 
parameters to 
see trend (N)

not sure if 
this is 

needed 
anymore

flowsheet data 
should be ingested to 

Epic for CMS billing

Billing 
clinic?

CVSAT needs to 
know that patient 
is actively treating

Neph meets patient, 
assess, most likely lead 
to a change in Rx and 

new medication; 
patient may treat in the 

center if they live far 
away

Patient moves 
on (fast follow?)

deactivate patient 
in system (archive 
instead deleting)

clinic 
admin 

task? or 
CVSAT CSR?

data 
retention: 
10 years

Disable 
Device?

delete a Rx

simplify onboarding, 
training and treating 
at home

improved workflow; 
see the benefit of 
HemoCare

ease of use; provide 
care effectively; reduce 
double data entries

feel comfortable 
putting more patients 
on HemoCare

admin role

Log into portal 
(Must have); CVS 
clinic being IDP

Go to 
portal

Type in user name and 
password (same credential as 

their main clinic system); 
assuming it is managed by 

client IDP

patient signs 
consent on 

device

onboard clinic (file 
ingestion with basic 

info, addresses, phone, 
admin POC, etc.)

admin log in and 
view (admin role 

creation)

admin sets roles and 
permissions (assume 

group -  Al to 
wordsmith)

onboard portal 
users (file ingestion 

with user info)

need to think about 
if admin leaves or 
goes on vacation

Onboard the 
new patient 
(Must have)

nurse enters patient in the portal 
(take a picture?) (info should be 
verified) (ideally patient will be 
created automatically via Epic 

integration)

Review patient 
treatment (must 

have)

review vitals and alerts, 
alarms -  high level info 

on last treatment

view 
patient list

nurse enters 
prescription in 

Rx editor (DEKA)

nurse generates One Time Passcode 
(associated with patient identity) to 
activate patient to training device in 
clinic (generate in portal) (need too 

think about expiration OTP)

nurse assigns training 
material to patient on 

tablet from portal?

sort patient list ( patients who may 
need more attention (by status or 
by name or by "starred"; vital or 

alerts; ) (most at risk is patient just 
gone home to treat))

monitor patient 
learning module 

(must have)

graduate a 
patient to treat 

at home (M)

review module completion 
status, pass test, etc. 

expectation is that patient needs 
to complete all modules before 

they can graduate

monitor patients 
who just 

graduated (M)

review treatment 
summary by placing 
patient on watch list. 
(or sorted view) (M)

generate OTP code 
for device 

activation at home

review 
flowsheets (if 
need be) (M)

review treatment 
detailed page

view existing 
prescription

Adjust Rx (device 
parameters) 
(must have)

edit existing 
prescription

save unfinished 
edit as draft (N)

submit to patient 
acceptance

delete a Rx

run reports on specific 
patient (vitals, treatment 

counts/adherence; 
trends); monthly

Prepare for 
monthly Dr. 

visits

review task 
list

Notifications 
(Differentiator)

click on task 
to take action

document their 
observation and/or 

interaction with 
patients

Notes on patient 
observation (nice 

to have)

needs to 
smoothly 

juggle 
between 

portal and Epic

use demo mode to 
learn how to use portal 

(for nurse + sales)

Nurse training 
(must have)

Contact support for 
issues related to 

portal (Must have)

Log out 
(must have)

view portal user 
manual PDF (class II 

medical portion 
required by the FDA)

drop down menu 
to see support 

call number

drop down menu to 
log out and be taken 
back to log in screen

Auto log out 
after x amount 

time of inactivity

review treatment trends (pre, 
post, and target values; last 2 
wks is most. important; last 

30 days is good) (N)

Identity 
managment 

team; 
screens TBD

Who will 
provide the 
onboarding 

file?

what clinic 
info do we 

need to 
onboard

What is the 
tenant 

configuration?

FDA 
documentationo 
as part of DoD?

Epic FHIR API 
(ready now) 
for patient 
creation?

HIPPA 
compliance

HIPPA 
compliance

DEKA
DEKA (what 

does it mean 
to display 
treatment 

info)

UX needs: low fi 
wires for log in, 

patient list, 
treatment 

summary, Rx, log 
out button

Infra for 
TEST 
env

OTP process 
with Deka device 

runway (PI3)

risk: if log in cannot happen 
in PI3, all of this work may 
not happen; de- risk: use 

Account Manager solution 
(potential rework) or use a 
forever token (Nadia said 

so! :) )


